WEG MV STOCK PROGRAM

- Motor lines: W22 (200HP L447/9 only) and W50 (250HP and above)
- Ratings: 150HP to 800HP
- Speed: 2, 4 and 6P
- Voltage/Freq.: 2300/4160 60Hz
- Suitable for D.O.L. Starting and V.F.D. Operation (10:1 VT @ Class B Rise and 2:1 CT @ Class F Rise)
- Safe Area and Class I, Div. 2, Gr. A, B, C & D, T3 (CSA)
- 1.15 SF at D.O.L. Starting and Safe Area
- Temperature Rise Class B @ 1.00 SF and Class F @ 1.15 SF
- Space Heater 120V and RTDs (02 per phase and 01 per bearing) as standard on all motors
- Field conversion from F1 to F2 mounting possible for all motors 250HP and above
- NEMA Code G at 2300V
- NEMA Premium Efficiency
- 85 dB(A) max. Noise level (Except 150HP and 200HP 2P)
- Grease lubricated ball bearings with 100,000hs bearings lifetime (L10)
- In-house modifications such as DE shield with flange, DE Roller bearing and others

- All MV stock motors are available from our Houston, TX warehouse.
- MV Stock Brochure and Price lists are available.
- How are you going to start these motors? Remember that WEG has Soft-Starters and VFDs that are a perfect match for these motors.
- Please contact WEG for more information.